Part 1: MIT Covid-19 Face Shield Folding Instructions

We HIGHLY RECOMMEND YOU WATCH THE FOLDING VIDEO FIRST - [http://mit.edu/g/fs](http://mit.edu/g/fs). Face shield is intended to protect user from splashes and to be worn with surgical mask or respirator which provides liquid barrier protection.

1. Place on flat surface, remove film on both sides and fold A & B
2. Fold C & D to form flaps that provide cover over your forehead
3. Fold E & F to form side coverage, then G to form under chin cover
4. Clip snap H into slot I
5. Clip snap J into slot K
6. Double up hair ties and connect between tabs L & M as shown
7. After assembly face shield may be bent to adjust individual fit

The Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) has declared a public health emergency, giving rise to liability immunity under the PREP Act for medical countermeasures against COVID-19 (the “Authorized Purpose”) that satisfy certain conditions, including “qualified pandemic and epidemic products” in Section 319F-3 of the Act. This product shall only be used for the Authorized Purpose and not for resale unless under license or sub-license as expressly authorized by MIT.

MIT MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS AND EXTENDS NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING THE FACE SHIELDS OR THEIR DESIGN, AND MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, TITLE, FITNESS, ADEQUACY OR SUITABILITY FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, USE OR RESULT; ANY WARRANTIES OF FREEDOM FROM INFRINGEMENT OF ANY DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADE SECRETS OR OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHTS OF ANY PARTY; AND ANY WARRANTIES THAT THE FACE SHIELDS WILL PERFORM OR COMPLY WITH FEDERAL OR STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS REGARDING MEDICAL SUPPLIES OR MEDICAL USES.

MIT shall not be liable for any claims, demands, damages, liabilities, or injuries, including, without limitation, for property damage, bodily injury, or death, or for any indirect, special, or consequential damages (the “Claims”), arising out of or in connection with the condition, performance, ownership, use of, or inability to use, the protective face shields. To the extent the Prep Act does not apply, Recipient and/or user is exclusively responsible for the inspection, storage, transfer, disposal, and/or use of the protective face shields and any Claims resulting therefrom.
Part 2: MIT Covid-19 Face Shield Tips & Tricks

1. Fit
   Shield fits better if elastic is low on back of head (see detail*).

2. Elastic
   You may add an extra elastic for a looser fit or remove one for a tighter fit.

3. Position
   The shield has two resting positions. It must be in the down position.

*Elastic position low on back of head

Use face shield in this position
Do NOT use face shield in this position

You may open sides of shield to use a stethoscope and then replace them to reform coverage.

Overlapping edges between the two upper coverage flaps may be taped, if user desires, for additional protection.

Contact: face-shield@mit.edu
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